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Given a domain fi C C", an analytic subvariety

V of fi and a

normal function /: fi\V —»C, we show that / can be extended to a holomorphic mapping /* : Q —»C provided the singularities of V are normal crossings.

1. As an extension of the big Picard theorem, Lehto and Virtanen showed [5,
Theorem 9] that isolated singularities are removable for normal meromorphic functions. It is the purpose of this note to give a generalization of this result for functions
defined in subdomains of C". It is conceivable that the notion of normality can be
generalized in various ways to higher dimensions. Here we adopt the definition of

Cima and Krantz [1, p. 305].
Let DcCbe
the open unit disc, and let f! C Cn be a domain. The infinitesimal
form of the Kobayashi metric for il at z E O in the direction £ € Cn is defined to

be
Fn(z, £) = inf j|f|/|/'(0)|

| /: D -» Ü holomorphic, /(0) = z,
and /'(0)

is a positive multiple of £ >.

Here | | stands for the Euclidean length. Further, let z E C = C U {co} and let
r) E C be thought of as a tangent vector to C at z. Then the infinitesimal form of
the spherical metric at z is defined by

MsPh,*= M/(i + kl2).
Now suppose that / is a holomorphic mapping of O into C, and let /' denote the
matrix (df/dzi).
Then / is said to be normal provided there exists a constant C

such that

(1)

\f{*) ■ÇLm/<.) < C ■FQ(z,0

The minimum of those constants

for all z G 0 and all £ E C".

C, for which (1) holds true, is called the order of

normality of / and denoted by Cf.
REMARK 1. Suppose / is a holomorphic mapping of fi into C such that C\/(fi)
contains three points ai, ü2 and a^. Then / is normal.
decreasing property of the Kobayashi metric yields

(2)

Fex{aua2a3}(f(z),f'(z)-0<Fn(z,0

First,

the distance-

for all z € fi and all i € C".
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Further,

making use of the homogeneity

and the continuity

of Fg.,

, and

the spherical metric as well as the fact that
|l|sph,*/i?eN{aj(a3i03)(3r,l)

-*0

aaz-Kij,

j = 1,2,3,

one readily finds a constant C such that

(3)

\r)\sph,z < C• Fc\u^aiias\i.zrV)

for a11z e C\{oi,02,a3}

Combining (2) and (3) gives the assertion.

and all tjeC.

Another deduction of this result is given

in [1, p. 308].
2. Set D* = ¿)\{0}, and let /: D* —►
C be normal. As noted before, / extends
to a function /* meromorphic in D [5, p. 62]. Since Fu(z,r¡) and Frj'(z,r]) are
comparable near dD, f* is normal in D. Moreover, the order of normality of /*
does not deviate too much from that of /. More precisely, we have
LEMMA 1. Given a positive number K, there is a positive number K1 such that
any function f normal in D* with Cf < K extends to a function f* normal in D

with Cf. <K'.
PROOF. We begin with a quick proof of the Lehto-Virtanen

extension theorem.

Let / be normal in D*. Recall that

Fd" (z, 0 = hyperbolic metric of D* =
Hence the hyperbolic

z|iog(i/|*|

area of D*(r) = {z E C|0 < \z\ < r} is finite for every r < 1.

By (1), we have

IL

\t(

W2\2dxdy

D-(r) (i + l/(2)rr

By the big Picard theorem, the singularity

<o°

at 0 is inessential.

Fix K > 0, and let /: D* -> C be normal with Cf < K.
stand for
rotations
to exhibit
z E D(R)

(4)

{'

Again, let /*

the extended function. Since the spherical metric is invariant under the
of the sphere, we may assume that /*(0) = 0. Clearly, it is sufficient
an ¿?, 0 < R < 1, depending only on K, such that |/*(^)| < 1 for
= {zE C\\z\ < R}. By assumption,

\f'(z)\
,,/' o <K-

1 + l/WI2-

, i,

1
r-rr-r;

|2|log(l/>|)

forall2€¿r.

Set 7r = {z E C| [z] = r}, 0 < r < 1, and let s(f*(^r)) denote the spherical length
of /*(7r)- We claim that R = e~8K does the job. Suppose, on the contrary, that

|/*(z)|

> 1 for some z E D(R).

Pick out z0 E D(R) such that |/*(20)| = 1 and

|/*(z)| < 1 for \z\ < \z0\- A simple estimate based on (4) gives s(f*(q\Zo\)) < it/4.
Since the spherical distance of 0 and f(z0) is 7r/2, /*(7|z0|) lies in the half plane
R-e f(zo)z > 0. Therefore, the winding number of f*("i\Zo\) with respect to 0 (in C)
is 0. This contradiction with /*(0) = 0 completes the proof. D
The next lemma is readily deduced by elementary considerations on the Kobayashi metric. We omit the proof.
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normal.

(1) For every k E {l,...,n}
and every (ai,... ,a„_i)
E (¿)*)n_1, the map
z t—>/(oi,...
,ak-i,z,ak,...
,an-i),
D* —►
C, is a normal function.
(2) For every k E {l,...,n}
and every a E D* the map (zi,... ,zn-i)
*-*
f(zi,...
,zk-i,a,zk,...
,zn-i),
(D*)"_1 —►
C, is a normal function.
(3) For every a = (ai,...,an)
E dDn with ai ^ 0, i = l,...,n,
the map
z i—>f(aiz,...,
anz), D* —>C, is a normal function.
Further, the orders of normality of all these functions are bounded above by that

off3. Let fi G Cn be a domain and let V C fi be an analytic subvariety of codimension one. The singularities of V are said to be normal crossings provided fi\V is
locally biholomorphic to (D*)k x Dn~k for some k E {0,..., n}. Our main theorem
reads as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let fi C Cn be a domain and let V c fi be an analytic subvariety
of codimension one, whose singularities are normal crossings. Suppose f : Q\V —>
C is normal. Then f extends to a holomorphic mapping f* : fi —+C.
PROOF. Since the problem is of a local nature and the inclusion mapping is
distance-decreasing
(in the Kobayashi metrics), we may assume that fi = Dn and
Dn\V = (D*)n.
The proof will be by induction on n. The case n = 1 is part of Lemma
1. So let n > 2 and assume the extension is possible for l,...,n
— 1. Let
a — (ai,...,
an) E V\{0}, and choose k E {1,..., n} such that ak ^ 0. Consider the
mapping fak: (zi,... ,z„_i)
h» f(zi,...
,zk-i,ak,Zk,.
- ■,zn-i),
(D*)"'1
-* C.
It follows from Lemma 2 that fak is normal. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, fak admits a holomorphic extension /* : Dn~1 —* C. We set f*(a) =
/*t(ai,...
,ak-i,ak+i,...
,an). We will show that the extended mapping is holomorphic on Dn\{0}. By the Riemann extension theorem, it suffices to prove that
/* is continuous, i.e., Cl(/;<z), the cluster set of / at any a E ^\{0} reduces to
a singleton (of course, this also shows that the extension does not depend on the

choice of k).
So let a, k and f*(a) be as above. Pick e > 0. Set
i

\

*(*> W> =

\z-w\

(1 i I I2U/2Í1

(1 + |2|J)1/'!(1

i I

I2M/2

+ \w\¿)ll¿

for 2'1"eC

~

and B(a, 8) = {z E C"| \z —a\ < 8}. By Lemma 2, the family
{z ~ f(bu...,
is equicontinuous

bk.i,z, bk,.. .,bn-i)\(bi,...,

bn-i) E (D*)"'1}

at ak. Hence there exists a positive 8 such that

X(f(z),f(zi,...,zk-i,ak,zk+i,...,zn))

< e/2

and

X(/(2i, •.., 2fc_i, a*, zk+i,. - ■,zn), f*(a)) < e/2 for z = (zu ..., zn) E B(a, 8)\V.

Thus x(/W./*(a))

< e for z E B(a,8)\V. It followsthat Cl(/;a) = f*(a).

It remains to extend / to 0. First, we infer from Lemmas 2 and 1 that f(z,...,
z)
tends to a limit, say wq, as z —*0. It suffices to show that Cl(/; 0) = Wo- Let £ > 0.
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Consider the mappings described in Lemma 2 (3), or rather their counterparts
for the restrictions of / to the hyperplanes of the form {zn = a}, a E D*. By
Lemma 1, all of them extend holomorphically to 0. Moreover, it follows from
Lemmas 2 and 1 that the extensions constitute an equicontinuous family at 0
(G C). Therefore, we find a positive 8 such that x(/(z))/*(0,
• • • ,0, zn)) < e/3,
X(f*(0,...,0,zn),
f(zn,...,zn))
< e/3 and x{f{zn,...,zn),wo)
< e/3 for z =

(zi,...,zn)
E B(0,8)\V. Therefore x(f{z),u>o) < £ îor z E B(0,8)\V.
Cl(/;0) = wq. This completes the proof. D

Hence

REMARK 2. Set V = {(zi, 22) G C2\ziZ2(zi-Z2)
— 0} and consider the mapping
/•: D2\V —»C, (zi,z2) ►-+Zi/z2- Since / omits the values 0, 1 and 00 in D2\V,
it is normal by Remark 1. Yet / does not extend to a holomorphic map D2 —»C.
Accordingly, we cannot dispense with some restrictions on the singularities of V in
Theorem 1.
REMARK 3. One may ask whether the extended function is normal in fi (provided fi is hyperbolic). However, it seems that this need not be the case even in
dimension one.

REMARK 4. Results related to Theorem 1 can be found in [2, 3 and 4]. Cf. in
particular [2, Theorem 2].
In the counterexample discussed above the function involved is the restriction to
D2\V of a meromorphic function, i.e., a function with "indeterminacies".
This is
always the case as shown by

THEOREM 2. Let fi c Cn be a domain and let V be a subvariety of'fi. Suppose
f: Q\V —*C is normal.

Then f extends to a meromorphic

function

in fi.

PROOF. Denote by S(V) the set of singular points of V. By Theorem 1 /
extends to a holomorphic mapping of n\5(V) into C. Thus / can be regarded as
a meromorphic function in fi\S(V). Since dim S(V) < n —2 [6, p. 144], / extends
to a function meromorphic in fi [6, p. 149]. D
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